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Imagine
You’ve been invited to present to a 
group you’ve always wanted to recruit 
to the EHDI cause.

– Professionals
– Service organization

How will you use information you get 
today to present data and make the 
most of this opportunity?



Topics

How to:
 Choose the best data
 Present the data
 Support the data with the rest of your presentation



Why we present information

 To change behavior 
(or reinforce it)
• Intermediate or long-term behavior 

change

• Immediate Call to Action



Reactions we want to our presentations

 “I never thought of it that way before.”

 “Now I understand.”

 “Somebody needs to do something! How can I help?”



Everything leads to the Call to Action



Choosing the right data



Three things we need to know to pick data

1. Audience
2. Type and setting of the presentation
3. Call to action



Audience

 Group
and

 Individuals

• What is important to them
• What they already know 

about EHDI
• Previous experience with 

similar topics or projects



Setting

 Type of meeting

 Physical setup

Reconnoiter if you can



Again…

Do the data serve the 
call to action?



How people* (mis)understand data
*Just like us



Some principles of adult learning

In general, we prefer 
information that:

• Is practical
• Makes use of our 

experience
• Helps us achieve our 

aims



Interpreting statistics is tiring -- and often confused

 Don’t make audience 
conduct mathematical 
calculations

 Explain the nature of risk

 Don’t use numbers alone 
to describe risk



Do not make audience conduct mathematical 
calculations

 Few will take the time to 
calculate

 Even scientists can make 
wrong assumptions or 
miscalculate 

 Keep denominators constant
• 3 out of 10,  4 of 5 8 of 10



Explain the nature of risk

 State the cause and effect 
relationship

 Show how they will be 
personally affected
• How big an effect?
• If they do what we ask?
• If they don’t take action…?
• Risk once versus repeated?



Don’t use numbers alone to describe risk
 Combine numbers, words and visuals
 People prefer:

 Natural 
frequency 
expressions 

(1 in 4) 

vs.

 Percentages 

(25%)

 Absolute risk 

(6% chance 
of a disease)

vs.



 Relative risk 
(50% less 
chance of a 
disease)



Design the data presentation



Tables and Graphs are both important

 Tables  Precision
• Contain very specific 

information
• Can be used to calculate 

precise numbers

 Graphs  Overview
• Can clarify complex findings
• Suggest possible 

relationships



Charts and graphs can be 
combined to their mutual 
benefit



Dashboards 
Just what you need (and no more)



Dashboards
Visual display 
of 
the most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives 
which 
fits entirely on a single computer screen
so it can be 
monitored at a glance.

Stephen Few
Information dashboard Design: The effective visual communication of data; O’Reilly (2006)



Executive Summary

 Most common 
dashboard

 Key facts in static form
 What decision makers 

need in order to make 
an informed choice on 
a course of action 0
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Runaway “kitchen sink” graphics

Don’t use dials just 
because it’s a “dashboard”

More about other 
distracting design 
elements later…



Good clean dashboard

 Simple, yet rich
 Each item chosen 

for a purpose
 Highlights potential 

problems or items 
of special interest



Choosing the right type of graph



BASIC CHART TYPES
 Snapshot
 Trend
 Correlation



One value for each 
ent ity 

One column of 
numbers totaling 100%

One value for each entity 

One column of numbers totaling 100%

One value for each 
entity 

One column of 
numbers totaling 
100%



Pie Chart is traditional



Keep it simple

 Best for 7 or 
fewer divisions

 If more, 
consider a bar 
or column chart



Consider using Column or Bar chart

Use just length of lines 
vs. 

area and colors

No need to refer to 
separate legend



Sort before making Column/Bar chart to emphasize 
relative status and range



Relationships become clearer



If long names  consider Bar Chart with horizontal labels



Deviation

 Calculate differences 
between actual 
performance and 
standard for each entity
(Standard here is 90)

 Convert to percent



Graph shows over and under 
standard

 Variant:
“Most Improved Camper” chart
No reference to starting point or 
absolute value, just degree of change.
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Trend 
Multiple time periods for each entity

Convert to 



Line graph 
(with or without data points)



Trend

 Trend may be in a 
uniform direction

 Rate of change may vary



 There may be no uniform pattern

 (Still valuable information)



Trend

 Icons
• Simple
• Truly comparable



Correlation 
Scatter plots are good to suggest correlations 



Enter data on two variables 
for multiple cases



Generate scatter plot graph

 Strong pattern



Little or no pattern
Little or no pattern



Note trend line and 
value to help 
emphasize the pattern



Combined Charts
.

The views expressed by speakers and moderators do not necessarily reflect the official policies of the Department of Health and Human 
Services; nor does mention of trade names, commercial practices, or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S Government



DHSPSHWA Summary Report

Sample of combined:   
Tables  +   Bar charts 
and trend line graphs



Sparklines 

 Sparklines embed 
small graphs next to 
data to add context

 Note high and low 
points marked on 
the line graph.

 Excel now has a 
sparkline feature



 Using several sparklines can show both status and trends



Maps
The views expressed by speakers and moderators do not necessarily reflect the official policies of the Department of Health and Human Services; nor does mention 

of trade names, commercial practices, or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S Government



When geographic location is important.

Some software includes mapping to provide geographic insight
Example: InstantAtlas



CDC Cancer statistics



One variable  One color

 To convey 
distribution of 
a characteristic, 
use varying 
intensities of 
one color



Dual maps

 Can compare 
areas using to 
see potential 
clusters and 
correlations or 
visualize 
possible 
differences



Infographics



Infographics should tell a story

Relationships
– How things are constructed or connected

Process
– How we get from here to there



Parts of the whole



Process

Does it:
 Clarify the 

process
 Demonstrate 

its complexity



Alternatives

 Can show implications of 
various choices or 
options

http://24.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_li62f3DPod1qgqiywo1_1280.png

http://24.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_li62f3DPod1qgqiywo1_1280.png


Do the graphics increase 
comprehension??
 Or are pictures just 

added to numbers?

 Without our looking at 
numbers or text, which 
picture, if any, gives us 
information?



Infographic on Infographics

 Practicing what we preach:
– CDC process

 Note: Infographics often overflow 
normal 8 ½ x 11 and electronic 
screen format limits, which may 
restrict their use.



First do no harm
Three common designs that distort the data



Avoid 3-D effects

 Avoid 3-D graphs or 
edge-on displays
 Perspective distorts
 Effects are distracting



Start every Y axis at zero

(or make it 
obvious that 
you didn’t) 



Don’t use the size of figures to show differences in 
degree



How to build a better chart



Simplify



Simplify !

Every element of the visual 
should help the viewer 
understand your point



Stick with a few good types of graph

 Don’t use exotic graphs 
just because the software 
lets you

 People quickly understand 
the familiar standbys
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Above all:  Remove clutter

 Much of what appears in 
graphs distracts from the 
core message

 Deconstruct to build a 
stronger graph
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Remove background images
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Try to avoid separate 
legends
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Reduce the number of 
hash marks

 Choose the minimum 
intervals to give the overall 
picture

 Use common intervals
• (5s, 10s, 100s)
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Lighten lines as much as 
possible
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Above all… 
Remove clutter
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A word about color



Use color carefully

 As many as 8% of men with 
North European ancestry are 
red-green color blind

 Use non-color ways to show 
differences
• Filler dots
• Cross-hatching
• Intensity of color

http://imgarcade.com/1/double-bar-graph-black-and-white/



Photocopy to see if graphs work in black and white

 Also try recopying 2 or 3 
times to see if still crisp



Boosting your power with the 4 Ps



The statistical power of the data can be increased by 
giving them the right setting

 The Four Ps:

• Principle
• Particulars
• Pathos
• Prophecy



Principle



Particulars
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Pathos



Prophecy
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Quick summary



Tables and Graphs are both important

 Tables  Precision
• Contain very specific 

information
• Can be used to calculate 

precise numbers

 Graphs  Overview
• Can clarify complex findings
• Suggest possible 

relationships



STICK TO BASIC CHART TYPES
 Snapshot

– Pie
– Bar/column

 Trend
– Line

 Correlation 
– Scatter plots

 Combinations



Remove clutter
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First do no harm

 Start at zero on Y axis 
(or note any variation)

 Do not use size of images to show 
change in values



Interpreting statistics is tiring -- and often confused

 Don’t make audience 
conduct mathematical 
calculations

 Explain the nature of risk

 Don’t use numbers alone 
to describe risk



Infographics should tell a story

Relationships
– How things are constructed or connected

Process
– How we get from here to there



Dashboards
Visual display 
of 
the most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives 
which 
fits entirely on a single computer screen
so it can be 
monitored at a glance.

Stephen Few
Information dashboard Design: The effective visual communication of data; O’Reilly (2006)



The statistical power of the data can be increased by 
giving them the right setting

 The Four Ps:
• Principle
• Particulars
• Pathos
• Prophecy



Now what?



How would you treat an audience that is not
“high stakes”? *

* and who would they be?



How will you change the way you convey data over 
the next several months?

 Change existing 
presentations ?

 Illustrate new findings ?
 Spread the word among 

colleagues ?
 Other ?



What immediate change(s) can you make 
as soon as you get home?

 Modest step(s) 
 Specific
 Observable



Resources



Books

 The Wall Street Journal Guide 
to Information Graphics 
(Donna M. Wong)

 Information Dashboard Design 
(Stephen Few)

 Now You See It (Stephen Few)



Online Resources

• Clear Communication Index 
(CDC)
https://www.cdc.gov/ccindex/

• Making Data Talk 
(National Cancer Institute)
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/h
ealth-communication/making-data-
talk.pdf

https://www.cdc.gov/ccindex/
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/health-communication/making-data-talk.pdf


Questions?

Steve Richardson
Health Education Specialist
Early Hearing Detection and Intervention (EHDI) Team

srichardson4@cdc.gov

mailto:srichardson4@cdc.gov


For more information, contact CDC
1-800-CDC-INFO (232-4636)
TTY:  1-888-232-6348    www.cdc.gov

The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
official position of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.



Bad News Bearers



How to deliver “bad” news?

Are things as good as they’re ever going to get?

– If not, why not?
– And what can be done?

“Bad news” points the way



“Bad news” points the way

 Is the news accurate?
• Yes We take pains to get quality data

 How do we even know about this situation?
• Because we intentionally look for factors that affect the people we 

serve
• So that we can improve and serve them better



“Bad news” points the way (cont.)

 What caused the situation?
• Our refined analysis points to certain contributing factors

 What can be done?
• We looked at our operation and decided we can do the 

following…
• The data suggest others can succeed by doing these things:

Call to Action



“What kind of outfit are you?”

 Dedicated
To building better service

 Sophisticated
In using analysis

 Honest
In looking for shortcomings

 Brave
Putting truth before comfortable self-image

A solid ally in the effort 
to serve families



Subset of pie chart  use stacked bar 
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Limit pie charts to five items or less
If more, combine less significant segments into “Other” or use a segmented bar chart



Do not use 3-D or edge view versions of any charts



Missing data

 If more than 2 items out of 10  do not chart

 If 1 or 2 (and not critical)  leave the bars out or bridge the gap in a line chart 
and annotate the gap

h



Use gradations of the same color to show intentisty

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/sports/olympic-ages/?hpid=z3

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/sports/olympic-ages/?hpid=z3


Outliers

Do they represent an important point?
e.g., One group took an approach that showed major improvement over all other groups
Keep it as is for maximum effect
If a true anomaly then OK to break the line to make it fit the range of the other results.

(Usually no more than 1 outlier vs. 10 regular results.)



Range of values to show 

Results should plot out at about 2/3 of total range in the chart

Exceptions:



Context

Put in historical context as needed to avoid distortion



Avoid most fancy graphic elements and chart types available in Excel.
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